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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a single-chip microcomputer which possesses internally a clock-signal switching function and, more particularly, to a single-chip microcomputer capable of automatically stopping the oscillation of a main system-clock oscillation circuit after a clock signal has been switched to a sub clock-signal from a main clock-signal.

Today, one of the capabilities which is sought in a single-chip microcomputer is that of reducing power consumption.

A conventional example in which an attempt has been made to reduce power consumption is one which employs two oscillators, one being a main system-clock oscillator for a high speed operation and the other being a sub system-clock oscillator for a low speed operation.

In this conventional example, during the period in which the single-chip microcomputer is operable by the clock-signal for a low speed operation, the main system-clock oscillation circuit stops its operation and only the sub system-clock oscillation circuit which is slow in speed but in which the power consumption is small operates. Such a conventional single-chip microcomputer and a problem therein are fully explained later for assisting the understanding of the present invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to overcome the problem existing in the conventional arrangement and to provide an improved single-chip microcomputer.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a single-chip microcomputer which is capable of effecting an automatic stop of a main system-clock oscillation circuit after a main clock-signal has been switched to a sub clock-signal.

In carrying out the above and other objects of the present invention in one form, there is provided a single-chip microcomputer provided with a clock-signal generating circuit having:

- a main system-clock oscillation circuit and a sub system-clock oscillation circuit;
- a selector for outputting a clock-signal by making a selection between a main clock-signal which is an output of the main system-clock oscillation circuit and a sub clock-signal which is an output of the sub system-clock oscillation circuit;
- a selector flag setter for setting a selector flag signal to designate the selection to be made by the selector;
- an oscillation control flag setter for setting an oscillation control flag signal to control the oscillation operation of the main system-clock oscillation circuit;
- a synchronization control circuit for making the synchronization between the main clock-signal and the sub clock-signal and outputting a synchronization signal; and
- a means for taking a logical AND operation of the oscillation control flag signal from the oscillation control flag setter, the selector flag signal from the selector flag setter and the synchronization signal from the synchronization control circuit and outputting an oscillation control signal for stopping the oscillating operation of the main system-clock oscillation circuit.

In the single-chip microcomputer according to the present invention, when the main system-clock oscillation circuit is to be stopped after the clock-signal has been switched to the sub clock-signal from the main clock-signal, it is possible for the main system-clock oscillation circuit to stop automatically after the completion of the switching from the main to sub clock-signal. Therefore, the central processing unit (hereinafter referred to as "CPU") can execute an instruction for stopping the oscillating operation of the main system-clock oscillation circuit immediately after the instructions for switching of clock signals and it does not require a stand-by period for the switching of clock-signal and this results in the enhancement of processing capability of the CPU.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will be apparent from the following description of a preferred embodiment according to the present invention explained with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a clock-signal generating circuit in a single-chip microcomputer as a preferred embodiment according to the present invention;
Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a prior art single-chip microcomputer;
and
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a clock-signal generating circuit in the prior art single-chip microcomputer shown in Fig. 2.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

Throughout the following explanation, similar reference symbols or numerals refer to the same or similar elements in all the figures of the drawings.

For the purpose of assisting in the understanding of the present invention, a conventional single-chip microcomputer is first described with reference to Figs. 2 and 3 before the present invention is explained.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a conventional single-chip microcomputer 19 which has a clock-signal
switching function.

The conventional single-chip microcomputer 19 shown in Fig. 2 comprises an internal bus 1, a clock-
signal generating circuit 15, a CPU 16, a memory unit
17, peripheral circuits 18, and external terminals 30, 31,
32 and 33.

The CPU 16 reads out programs from the memory
unit 17, executes instructions and stores the processed
data in the memory unit 17. The clock-signal generating
circuit 15 has crystal oscillators connected respectively
to the external terminals 30, 31, 32 and 33 and gener-
ates system-clock signals to be supplied to the CPU 16,
the peripheral circuits 18 and the memory unit 17. A
clock-signal 103 is a signal for transferring the system-
clock signals generated by the clock-signal generating
circuit 15 and is supplied to the CPU 16, the peripheral
circuits 18 and the memory unit 17.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing details of the
clock-signal generating circuit 15 in the microcomputer
shown in Fig. 2.

Hereinafter the configuration and the operation of
the clock-signal generating circuit 15 are explained with
reference to Fig. 3.

The clock-signal generating circuit 15 shown in Fig.
3 comprises an internal bus 1, an oscillation control flag
setter 2, a selector flag setter 3, a sub system-clock os-
cillation circuit 4, a main system-clock oscillation circuit
5, a synchronization control circuit 6, a selector 7, a se-
lector signal control circuit 8 and external terminals 30,
31, 32 and 33. A sub clock-signal 101 is generated in
the sub system-clock oscillation circuit 4 and is supplied
to the selector 7 and the synchronization control circuit
6. A main clock-signal 102 is generated in the main sys-
tem-clock oscillation circuit 5 and is supplied to the se-
lector 7 and the synchronization control circuit 6. A se-
lector flag signal 106 is a signal for transferring the con-
tents of selector flags set in the selector flag setter 3 and
is supplied to the selector signal control circuit 8 and the
synchronization control circuit 6. An oscillation control
signal 110 is a signal for transferring the contents of os-
cillation control flags set in the oscillation control flag
setter 2 and is supplied to the main system-clock oscil-
lation circuit 5. A synchronization signal 111 is outputted
from the synchronization control circuit 6 and supplied
to the selector signal control circuit 8. A selector signal
112 is outputted from the selector signal control circuit
8 and supplied to the selector 7. The oscillation control
flags outputted from the oscillation control flag setter 2
are flags which control the starting and stopping of the
oscillating operation of the main system-clock oscillation
circuit 5. The main system-clock oscillation circuit 5
starts oscillation when the oscillation control flag setter
2 sets "0" in the oscillation control signal 110 and stops
oscillation when the same sets "1". The selector flag set-
ter 3 sets selector flags for selecting either one of the
clock-signals. That is, the selector flag is set to "0" when
the main clock-signal 102 is to be selected and is set to
"1" when the sub clock-signal 101 is to be selected. The

sub system-clock oscillation circuit 4 generates the sub
clock-signal 101 due to the crystal oscillator connected
to the external terminals 30, 31. The main system-clock
oscillation circuit 5 generates the main clock-signal 102
due to the crystal oscillator connected to the external
terminals 32, 33. Further, the main system-clock oscil-
lation circuit 5 performs oscillating operation when the
oscillation control signal 110 is "0" and stops such op-
eration when the same is "1". The synchronization con-
trol circuit 6 is a circuit for controlling the synchronization
of the sub clock-signal 101 and the main clock-signal
102. When the main clock-signal 102 is switched to and
synchronizes with the sub clock-signal 101, the syn-
crization signal 111 falls from "1" to "0". On the con-
trary, when the sub clock-signal 101 is switched to and
synchronize with the main clock-signal 102, the syn-
crization signal 111 falls from "1" to "0". Also, during
the period in which the selector flag signal 108 is select-
ing the main clock-signal 102, the synchronization sig-
nal 111 holds "0" and, during the period in which the
same is selecting the sub clock-signal 101, the syn-
crization signal 111 holds "1". The selector signal control
circuit 8 receives the synchronization signal 111 and the
selector flag signal 106 and outputs the selector signal
112. When the level of the synchronization signal 111
changes, that is, when the two clock-signals sychron-
ize with each other, the content of the selector flag sig-
nal 106 is outputted as the selector signal 112. Accord-
ing to this selector signal 112, the selector 7 selects ei-
ther one of the sub clock-signal 101 and the main clock-
signal 102. When the selector signal 112 inputted to the
selector 7 is "0", the main clock-signal 102 is selected
and, when the same is "1", the sub clock-signal 101 is
selected.

Now, the operation as to how the main system-clock
oscillation circuit 5 is stopped for reducing the power
consumption by switching the main clock-signal 103 to
the sub clock-signal 101 is explained. First, the CPU 16
executes an instruction for setting "1" in the selector flag
setter 3. Then, the synchronization control circuit 6
starts its operation and, when the main clock-signal 102
and the sub clock-signal 101 synchronize with each oth-
er, the synchronization signal 111 rises from "0" to "1".
Normally the cycle of the sub clock-signal 101 is several
tens of times longer as compared with that of the main
clock-signal 102 and, thus, it takes several μ seconds
before the two clock-signals are synchronized with each
other. When the selector signal control circuit 8 detects
a rise of the synchronization signal 111, it supplies the
selector 7 with the selector signal 112. Since "1" has
been set in the selector flag setter 3, the selector signal
112 is "1" and the selector 7 selects the sub clock-signal
101. This completes the switching of the clock-signals
from the main clock signal to the sub clock signal. During
the period of time required for the synchronization con-
trol circuit 6 to have the main clock-signal 102 and the
sub clock-signal 101 synchronized with each other, the
CPU 16 is in its stand-by state without being able to ex-
execute a stop-instruction of the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5. Only after the lapse of time in which the main clock-signal 102 is surely switched to the sub clock-signal 101 does the CPU 16 execute the instruction for setting "1" in the oscillation control flag setter 2. When "1" is set in the oscillation control flag setter 2, the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 stops its oscillating operation.

The following explains how the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 starts its oscillating operation.

The CPU 16 executes the predetermined instruction and "0" is set in the oscillation flag setter 2. When the oscillation control flag setter 2 is set to "0", the oscillation control signal 110 turns to "0" so that the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 starts its oscillating operation.

When the switching is effected from the main clock-signal 102 to the sub clock-signal 101 in the conventional single-chip microcomputer having such clock-signal switching function as explained above, the CPU 16 executes the stop-instruction of the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 only after the lapse of the time required for executing the clock-signal switching instruction and completing the switching operation. Consequently, during this period of time required, the CPU 16 is forced to be in its stand-by state without being able to execute any other instructions, resulting in a disadvantage.

The single-chip microcomputer according to the present invention has a central processing unit (CPU) and a clock-signal generating circuit 14 which includes a main system-clock oscillation circuit 5, a sub system-clock oscillation circuit 4, a selector 7 for outputting a clock-signal 103 by making a selection between a main clock-signal 102 which is an output of the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 and a sub clock-signal 101 which is an output of the sub system-clock oscillation circuit 4, a selector flag setter 3 establishing a selector flag signal 116 for designating the selection by the selector 7, an oscillation control flag setter 2 establishing an oscillation control flag signal 105 for controlling the oscillating operation of the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5, and a synchronization control circuit 6 for effecting the synchronization between the main clock-signal 102 and the sub clock-signal 101. As one of the main features of the invention, the clock-signal generating circuit 14 also includes a means for taking a logical AND among the oscillation control flag signal 105 from the oscillation flag setter 2, the selector flag signal 116 from the selector flag setter 3 and the synchronization signal 121 from the synchronization control circuit 6 and for outputting as an oscillation control signal 120 for stopping the oscillation of the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5.

According to the present invention, the main system-clock oscillation circuit automatically stops its operation upon completion of the clock-signal switching operation, so that the stop-instruction for the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 can be executed immediately after the clock-signal switching instruction is given.

Next, a preferred embodiment of the present invention is explained with reference to the drawings.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a clock-signal generating circuit 14 in a single-chip microcomputer as an embodiment according to the present invention.

The clock-signal generating circuit 14 shown in Fig. 1 comprises an oscillation control flag setter 2, a selector flag setter 3, a sub system-clock oscillation circuit 4, a main system-clock oscillation circuit 5, a synchronization control circuit 6, a selector signal control circuit 8 and external terminals 30, 31, 32 and 33. A sub clock-signal 101 generated in the sub system-clock oscillation circuit 4 is forwarded to the selector 7 and the synchronization control circuit 6. A main clock-signal 102 generated in the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 is supplied to the selector 7 and the synchronization control circuit 6. A selector signal 112 is outputted from the selector signal control circuit 8 and supplied to the selector 7. To this extent, the arrangement in Fig. 1 is the same as that of the prior art shown in Fig. 3 and the description of the elements concerned is not repeated here.

However, the configuration shown in Fig. 1 is contrasted to that of the prior art single-chip microcomputer shown in Fig. 3 in that firstly the former includes additionally an SR flip-flop 10, an AND gate 22 and an inverter 21 and secondly includes changes in the oscillation control flag signal 105, the selector flag signal 116, the oscillation control signal 120 and the synchronization signal 121. To a SET input of the SR flip-flop 10 is inputted an output of the AND gate 22 and to a RESET input thereof is inputted an output of the inverter 21. The oscillation control signal 120 is an output of the SR flip-flop 10 which output is supplied to the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5. The oscillation control flag signal 105 is outputted from the oscillation control flag setter 2 and is supplied to the AND gate 22 and the inverter 21. The selector flag signal 116 is outputted from the selector flag setter 3 and supplied to the AND gate 22, the selector signal control circuit 8 and the synchronization control circuit 6. The synchronization signal 121 is an output of the synchronization control circuit 6 and is supplied to the selector signal control circuit 8 and the AND gate 22.

Now, the operation which takes place when the clock-signal 103 is switched from the main clock-signal 102 to the sub clock-signal 101 is explained. First, the CPU 16 executes the instruction for setting "1" in the selector flag setter 3. Under this state, even when "1" is set in the oscillation control flag setter 2, the output of the AND gate 22 is "0". Consequently, the oscillation control signal 120 is "0", so that the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 continues its oscillating operation. Due to the selector flag setter 3 having been set to "1", the synchronization control circuit 6 starts its operation and, when the main clock-signal 102 and the sub clock-signal 101 synchronize with each other, the synchroni-
zation signal 121 rises from "0" to "1". When the selector signal control circuit 8 detects the rise of the synchronization signal 121, the selector signal 112 is outputted therefrom. Since "1" has been set in the selector flag setter 3, the selector signal 112 turns to "1" accordingly. When the selector signal 112 turns to "1", the selector 7 selects the sub clock-signal 101 whereby the switching is completed. On the other hand, since both the oscillation control flag signal 105 and the selector flag signal 116 are "1", when the synchronization signal 121 rises, an output of the AND gate 22 turns to "1" and the oscillation control signal 120 turns to "1" whereby the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 stops its oscillating operation. Thus, when the switching from the main clock-signal 102 to the sub clock-signal 101 is completed, the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 is automatically stopped.

Next, the operation as to how to start the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 is explained.

The CPU 16 executes the instruction for setting "0" in the oscillation control flag setter 2. When the oscillation control flag is "0", the oscillation flag signal 105 is "0" and the output of the inverter 21 is "1". When "1" is inputted to the RESET input of the SR flip-flop 10, the oscillation control signal 120 turns to "0", so that the main system-clock oscillation circuit 5 starts its oscillating operation. Thus, in effecting the switching from the main clock-signal 102 to the sub clock-signal 101 in the arrangement shown in Fig. 1, it is possible to execute the instruction for stopping the operation of the main system-clock oscillation circuit irrespective of whether or not the clock-signal has been switched to the sub clock-signal and the main system-clock oscillation circuit automatically stops its operation after the clock-signal has been switched to the main clock-signal.

Claims

1. A single-chip microcomputer (19) provided with a clock-signal generating circuit (14) having:

   a main system-clock oscillation circuit (5) and a sub system-clock oscillation circuit (4);
   a selector (7) for outputting a clock-signal (103) by making a selection between a main clock-signal (102) which is an output of said main system-clock oscillation circuit (5) and a sub clock-signal (101) which is an output of said sub system-clock oscillation circuit (4);
   a selector flag setter (3) for setting a selector flag signal (116) to designate the selection to be made by said selector (7);
   an oscillation control flag setter (2) for setting an oscillation control flag signal (105) to control the oscillating operation of said main system-clock oscillation circuit (5); and
   a synchronization control circuit (6) for making

   the synchronization between said main clock-signal (102) and said sub clock-signal (101) and outputting a synchronization signal (121), characterized in that said clock-signal generating circuit (14) further comprises:
   a means for taking a logical AND operation of said oscillation control flag signal (105) from said oscillation control flag setter (2), said selector flag signal (116) from said selector flag setter (3) and said synchronization signal (121) from said synchronization control circuit (6) and outputting an oscillation control signal (120) for stopping the oscillating operation of said main system-clock oscillation circuit (5).

2. A single-chip microcomputer according to claim 1, in which said means for producing the oscillation control signal (120) comprises a logic circuit formed by an AND gate (22) receiving said oscillation control flag signal (105), said selector flag signal (118) and said synchronization signal (121); an inverter (21) receiving said oscillation control flag signal (105), and an RS flip-flop (10) having a set input (S) receiving an output from said AND gate (22), a reset input (R) receiving an output from said inverter (21) and an output (Q) forwarding said oscillation control signal (120) to said main system-clock oscillation circuit (5).

Patentansprüche

1. Einchip-Mikrocomputer (19), der mit einer Taktsignal-Erzeugungsschaltung (14) versehen ist, die aufweist:

   eine Haupt-Systemtaktoszillationschaltung (5) und eine Unter-Systemtaktoszillationschaltung (4); einen Selektor (7), um durch Auswählen zwischen einem Haupttaktsignal (102), das ein Ausgangssignal der Haupt-Systemtaktoszillationschaltung (5) ist, und einem Untertaktsignal (101), das ein Ausgangssignal der Unter-Systemtaktoszillationschaltung (4) ist, ein Takteingang (103) auszugeben; eine Selektor-Flag-Setzeinrichtung (3) zum Setzen eines Selektor-Flagsignals (116), um die vom Selektor (7) zu treffende Auswahl zu bestimmen; eine Schwingungssteuerungsfunktion (2) zum Setzen eines Schwingungsfrequenz-Flagsignals (105), um den Schwingungsbetrieb der Haupt-Systemtaktoszillationschaltung (5) zu steuern; und eas eine Synchronisations-Steuerung (6), um für die Synchronisation zwischen dem Haupttaktsignal (102) und dem Unter-Taktsi-
1. Micro-ordinateur monopuce (19) pourvu d'un circuit de génération de signaux d'horloge (14) comportant :

- un circuit d'oscillation d'horloge principale de système (5) et un circuit d'oscillation de sous-horloge de système (4) ;
- un sélecteur (7) pour sortir un signal d'horloge (103) en faisant une sélection entre un signal d'horloge principale (102) qui est un signal de sorte d'horloge et un signal de sous-horloge (101) qui est un signal de sortie dudit circuit d'oscillation de sous-horloge de système (4) ;
- un circuit d'établissement d'indicateur de sélecteur (116) afin d'indiquer la sélection à faire par ledit sélecteur (7) ;
- un circuit d'établissement d'indicateur de commande d'oscillation (2) pour établir un signal indi-}

cateur de commande d'oscillation (105) afin de commander l'opération d'oscillation dudit circuit d'oscillation d'horloge principale de système (5) ;

- un circuit de commande de synchronisation (6) pour réaliser la synchronisation entre ledit signal d'horloge principale (102) et ledit signal de sous-horloge (101) et sortir un signal de synchronisation (121) ;

caractérisé en ce que ledit circuit de génération de signaux d'horloge (14) comprend en outre :

- un moyen pour faire une opération logique ET sur ledit signal indicateur de commande d'oscillation (105) provenant dudit circuit d'établissement d'indicateur de commande d'oscillation (2) ;
- ledit signal indicateur de sélecteur (116) provenant dudit circuit d'établissement d'indicateur de sélecteur (3) et ledit signal de synchronisation (121) provenant dudit circuit de commande de synchronisation (6) et sortir un signal de commande d'oscillation (120) pour arrêter l'opération d'oscillation dudit circuit d'oscillation d'horloge principale de système (5) ;

2. Micro-ordinateur monopuce selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le moyen pour produire le signal de commande d'oscillation (120) comprend un circuit logique constitué par une porte ET (22) recevant ledit signal indicateur de commande d'oscillation (105), ledit signal indicateur de sélecteur (116) et ledit signal de synchronisation (121), un inverseur (21) recevant ledit signal indicateur de commande d'oscillation (105), et une bascule RS (10) ayant une entrée de positionnement (5) recevant le signal de sortie de ladite porte ET (22), une entrée de rémise à l'état initial (R) recevant le signal de sortie dudit inverseur (21) et une sortie (Q) sortant ledit signal de commande d'oscillation (120) vers ledit circuit d'oscillation d'horloge principale de système (5) ;